Systems with an arbitrary number of homogeneous processes occur in many applications. The Parametrized Model Checking Problem (PMCP) is to determine whether a temporal property is true for every size instance of the system. Unfortunately, it is undecidable in general. We are able to establish, nonetheless, decidability of the PMCP in quite a broad framework. We consider asynchronous systems comprised of an arbitrary number ¢ of homogeneous copies of a generic process template. The process template is represented as a synchronization skeleton while correctness properties are expressed using Indexed CTL*£ X. We reduce model checking for systems of arbitrary size 
Introduction
Systems with an arbitrary number of homogeneous processes can be used to model many important applications. These include classical problems such as mutual exclusion, readers and writers, as well as protocols for cache coherence and data communication among others. It is often the case that correctness properties are expected to hold irrespective of the size of the system, as measured by the number of processes in the system. However, time and space constraints permit us to verify correctness only for instances with a small number of processes. This makes it impossible to guarantee correctness in general and thus motivates consideration of automated methods to permit verification for arbitrary size instances. The general problem, known in the literature as the Parametrized Model Checking Problem (PMCP) is the following: to decide whether a temporal property is true of every size instance of a given system. This problem is known to be undecidable in general [AK86, Suz88] . However, by imposing certain stipulations on the organization of the processess we can get a useful framework with a decidable PMCP.
In our framework, processes are modeled as Synchronization Skeletons (cf. [CE81] ) which are abstractions of concurrent programs where details irrelevant to synchronization are suppressed. This is because for most actual concurrent programs the portions denote the concrete system comprised of running in parallel asynchronously (i.e., with interleaving semantics). By abuse of notation, we also write
for the associated state graph, where each process starts in its designated initial state.
Correctness properties are expressed using the following two basic formats (i) "for all processes
S & T
," and (ii) "for all processes
," where T is an LTLW X formula (built using X "sometimes,"
Y "always,"`, "until," but without a "next-time") over propositions indexed just by the processes being quantified over, and S "for all futures," and U "for some future" are the usual path quantifiers. Use of such an indexed, stutteringinsensitive logic is natural for parameterized systems. Moreover, allowing the next-time operator X in formulas specifying correctness properties often gives us the ability to 'count' leading to undecidability of the PMCP [EK03] . Specifically, we consider correctness properties of the following types: of process classes for formula iff :
, respectively, suffice for all three types of formulas described above. These results give decision procedures for the PMCP for conjunctive and for disjunctive guards. Since these are broad frameworks and the PMCP is undecidable in general, we view this as quite a positive result.
However, the decision procedures are not necessarily efficient ones, although they may certainly be usable on small examples. Because the cutoff is proportional to the sizes of the template processes, the global state graph of the cutoff system is of size exponential in the template sizes, resulting in exponential time decision procedures. In the case of disjunctive guards, it turns out that if we restrict ourselves to formulas with the S path quantifier, but still permit all three type of properties, then the cutoff can be reduced, in quadratic time in the size of the template processes, to
. In fact, depending on the type of property, we can show that it is possible to simplify the guards to ensure that only two or three classes need be retained. On the other hand, for conjunctive guards, if we restrict ourselves to model checking purely over infinite paths or purely over finite paths, then sharper cutoffs of the form (1,...,3,...,1), (1,...,2,...,1) or even (1,...,1) can, in some cases, be obtained.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the system model. We show how to exploit symmetry inherent in the model and correctness properties in section 3. Cutoff results pertaining to disjunctive and conjunctive guards are given in sections 4 and 5, respectively. Applications are considered in section 6 and we conclude with some remarks in section 7.
The System Model
We focus on systems comprised of multiple heterogeneous classes of processes modeled as synchronization skeletons (cf. [CE81] 
for emphasis 1 . In practice, we assume the ) index sets are specified by giving a
of natural numbers, corresponding to ¡ being (a copy of) interval
template processes and a
denote the concrete system comprised of Note that the initial local states of processes must be present in the expressions for the conjunctive guards. Thus, the initial state of each process has a neutral or non-blocking character so that when a process is in its initial state, it does not prevent progress by another process distinct from it. This natural condition permits modeling a broad range of applications (and is helpful technically). We now formalize the asynchronous concurrent (interleaving) semantics. A process transition labeled with guard is enabled in global state
is true when evaluated over the local states in
, of the system instance corresponding to the tuple
is given by the tuple
, where the projection of . The initial state
by firing an enabled transition of some process, i.e., there exist g ( 3 such that the guard labeling
, and for all
to indicate that the global state graph of 
Systems with Disjunctive Guards
In this section, we consider the PMCP for systems with Disjunctive Guards. As defined before, these guards can be used to test whether there exists another process in one of a specified set of local states. Disjunctive Guards are used, for example, in cache coherence protocols when a processor cache wants to check whether another cache has the memory block it needs and based on that decide from where to fetch the required block. For such systems, we show how to reduce the model checking problem for systems with an arbitrary number of copies of each process class to systems with up to a cutoff number of copies in each class. The size of the cutoff for each class is essentially the number of local states of individual process template for the class. This yields decidability for this formulation of the PMCP, a pleasant result since the PMCP is undecidable in full generality. We go on to show that in the case of universal path quantified specification formulas
, small constant-size cutoffs can be obtained yielding provably efficientpolynomial time-decision procedures.
Properties ranging over all processes in a single class
For the sake of notational simplicity, we consider systems with just the two process classes and F
. We begin by proving the Disjunctive Monotonicity and Disjunctive Bounding lemmas which allow us to, respectively, increase and decrease the system size one coordinate at a time while preserving properties of the from U V T for process index 1 from each class.
Lemma 1 (Disjunctive Monotonicity Lemma).
. 
Proof
, where
.
, we construct a computation . Furthermore, if
S
is an infinite computation we use
S is an finite computation, then we use it denote a sequence of the form
, where local state stutters sufficiently many times to ensure that
is of length To solve this problem, we 'stagger" copies of the local transition that are fired simultaneously, as described below. Let
be a transition where the interleaving semantics requirement is violated by process indices
respectively of the template transition The proof follows by repeated application of the Disjunctive Monotonicity Lemma.
(ii) This part follows by using a similar argument.
¡
Using the previous result, we get the Disjunctive Truncation Lemma that allows reduction in system size over multiple coordinates simultaneously (2 coordinates for notational brevity) instead of just one while preserving properties of the form U V T over process index 1 in each class. The cutoff result then follows as an immediate corollary. 
Lemma 3 (Disjunctive Truncation Lemma
, then 0 and we are done; else set
(by the Disjunctive Bounding
¡
An easy but important consequence of the Disjunctive Truncation Lemma is the following.
Theorem 1 (Disjunctive Cutoff Result).
Let
, where T is a LTLW X formula and
where the cutoff h (
, and for
Proof By appeal to symmetry and the fact that , different classes of processes, the cutoff results for systems with disjunctive guard can be formualted as below. The proof is along similar lines as for systems with two process classes.
Theorem 2 (Disjunctive Cutoff Theorem). Let
is given by A useful corollary to the above result is the decidability results for the PMCP for systems with disjunctive guards.
Corollary 1 (Disjunctive Decidability Theorem). The PMCP for systems with disjunctive guards and single-index assertions of the forms
is decidable in exponential time in the size of the tampltes defining the parameterized family.
Proof By the Disjunctive Cutoff Theorem, it is enough to model check exponentially many state graphs each of exponential size for the systems
Efficient decidability for "for all future" properties
While the Disjunctive Cutoff Result yields decidability for the PCMP for disjunctive guards, the resulting decision procedure has a worst case complexity that is exponential in the size of each of the templates. It turns out that for universal-path-quantified formulas it is possible to be much more efficient. For such properties, we show that we can give a decision procedure for the PMCP that has a polynomial time worst case complexity in the size each of the templates. Towards that end, we first show that the PMCP for properties of the form
reduces to model checking just the single system instance of size equal to the (small) cutoff (as opposed to all systems of size less than or equal to the cutoff).
Lemma 4 (Single-Cutoff Lemma).
s 0
This direction follows easily by instantiating 
F
were arbitrarily chosen, we are done. We follow that up by showing that the transformation preserves single and double index properties of the type
, where 
Then there exists a finite computation sequence of
leading to a global state that has for each 
S
is the desired computation and we are done. Now assume that
as follows. We claim that ¡ is a valid stuttering computation path of , we get a computation path with the desired property. This completes the induction step and proves the lemma.
¡

Lemma 6 (Completeness Lemma).
8
Proof By the above lemma,
. If possible, suppose that
. Then the set is reachable in any computation of
, we can safely delete these states from their respective template process. Also, any guard of a template process involving only states in
, will then always evaluate to false and hence any transition labeled with such a guard will never be fired. This justifies deleting such transitions from the transition graphs of the respective template processes. We now show that we can reduce the PMCP for properties of the form 
Proof We show that
. For definiteness, assume that
, we construct a computation
such that (i) , we construct a computation , the PMCP is decidable in time quadratic in the size of the given family
, where size is defined as , for which we use the automata-theoretic approach of [VW86] . We construct a Büchi Automaton , we are done.
Properties ranging over pairs of processes from two classes
Using similar kinds of arguments as were used in proving assertions in the sections 4.1 and 4.2, we can prove the following results.
Theorem 5 (Cutoff Theorem).
, where T is an LTLW X formula and
and for
Again, we get the analogous Decidability Theorem and Efficient Decidability Theorem. Moreover, we can specialize these results to apply when = . This permits reasoning about formulas of the type
, for properties ranging over all pairs of processes in a single class .
Systems with Conjunctive Guards
The development of results for conjunctive guards closely resembles that for disjunctive guards.
Lemma 7 ( Conjunctive Monotonicity Lemma).
, where . As before, we let the remaining processes stutter in their respective initial states. This completes the construction and proves the result.
( ) The proof follows by repeated application of the Conjunctive Monotonicity Lemma.
(ii) Similar to the above proof.
¡
We next present the Conjunctive Truncation Lemma which is analogous to the Disjunctive Truncation Lemma, in that it allows reduction in system size over multiple coordinates simultaneously (2 coordinates for notational brevity). 
, where , where T is a LTLW X formula and
, where the cutoff
is given by
Although the above results yield decidability for the PMCP in the Conjunctive guards case, the worst case complexity of the decision procedures may be exponential in the size of the given templates. We now show that if we limit path quantification to range over infinite paths only (i.e. ignore deadlocked paths); or finite paths only; then we can give an efficient decision procedure for this version of the PMCP. We use
for "for all infinite paths,"
for "for some infinite path,"
S § ¦ ¢
for "for all finite paths," and U © ¦ ¢ for "for some finite path".
Theorem 9 (Infinite Conjunctive Reduction Theorem). For any LTLW X formula
Proof
By appeal to symmetry, to obtain (i), it suffices to establish that for each
. Using the duality between S ¢ ¤ £ and U ¢ £ on both sides of the latter equivalence, we can also appeal to symmetry to obtain (ii). We establish the latter equivalence as follows.
( § ) Let
denotes the index of the process that fires the local transition driving the system from global states 
S
is infinite, it follows that there exists some process such that the result of projecting S onto that process results in a stuttering of an infinite local computation of the process. By appeal to symmetry, we can without loss of generality, assume that for each process class , if a copy of
has the above property then that copy is in fact the concrete process in case ¡ Q and the concrete process exists and the method is not guaranteed to be complete. Kurshan and McMillan [KM89] introduce the related notion of a process invariant (cf. [WL89] ). Ip and Dill [ID96] describe another approach to dealing with many processes using an abstract graph; it is sound but not guaranteed to be complete; [PD95] proposes a similar construction for verification of safety properties of cache coherence protocols, which is also sound but not complete. A theme is that most these methods suffer, first, from the drawback of being only partially automated and hence requiring human ingenuity, and, second, from being sound but not guaranteed complete (i.e., a path "upstairs" maps to a path "downstairs", but paths downstairs do not necessarily lift). Other methods can be fully automated but do not appear to have a clearly defined class of protocols on which they are guaranteed to terminate successfully (cf. [CGJ95] , [Sis97] , [Ver93] ).
For systems comprised of CCS processes, German and Sistla [GS92] combine the automata-theoretic method with process closures to permit efficient solution to the PMCP for single index properties, modulo deadlock. But efficient solution is only yielded for processes in a single class. Even for systems of the form R ' @ DA H I a doubly exponential decision procedure results, which likely limits its practical use. Emerson and Namjoshi [EN96] show that in a single class (or client-server) synchronous framework the PMCP is decidable but with PSPACE-complete complexity. Moreover, this framework is undecidable in the asynchronous case.
In some sense, the closest results might be those of Emerson and Namjoshi [EN95] who for the token ring model, reduce reasoning, for multi-indexed temporal logic formulas, for rings of arbitrary size to rings up to a small cutoff size. These results are significant in that, like ours, correctness over all sizes holds iff correctness of (or up to) the small cutoff size holds. But these results were formulated only for a single process class and, for a restricted version of the token ring model, namely one where the token cannot be used to pass values. Also, related are the results of Attie and Emerson [AE98] . In the context of program synthesis, rather than program verification, it is shown how certain l -process solutions to synchronization problems could be inflated to 0 -process solutions. However, the correspondence is not an "iff", but is established in only one direction for conjunctive-type guards; disjunctive guards are not considered, nor are multiple process classes.
We believe that our positive results on the PMCP are significant for several reasons. Because the PMCP solves (a major aspect of) the state explosion problem and the scalability problem in one fell swoop, many researchers have attempted to make it more tractable, despite its undecidability in general. Of course, the PMCP seems to be prone to undecidability in practice as well, as is evidenced by the wide range of solution methods proposed that are only partially automated or incomplete or lack a well-defined domain of applicability. Our methods are fully automated returning a yes/no answer, they are sound and complete as they rely on establishing exact (up to stuttering) correspondences (yes upstairs iff yes downstairs). In many cases, our methods are efficient, making the problem genuinely tractable. An additional advantage, is that downstairs we have a small system of cutoff size that, but for its size, looks like a system of size 0 . This contrasts with methods that construct an abstract graph downstairs which may have a complex and non-obvious organization.
